Have the classical methods and ideas of AI outlived their usefulness? Foundations of Artificial Intelligence critically evaluates the fundamental assumptions underpinning the dominant approaches to AI. In the 11 contributions, theorists historically associated with each position identify the basic t.
Artificial Immune Systems: A New Computational Intelligence Approach
Recently there has been a growing interest in the use of the biological immune system as a source of inspiration for solving complicated computational problems. The immune system involves many information-processing abilities including pattern recognition, learning, memory and inherent distributed p...
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Foundations of Computational Intelligence Volume 2
Human reasoning usually is very approximate and involves various types of uncertainties. Approximate reasoning is the computational modelling of any part of the process used by humans to reason about natural phenomena or to solve real world problems. The scope of this book includes fuzzy sets, Demps...
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Foundations of Computational Intelligence Volume 5
The series Studies in Computational Intelligence (SCI) publishes new developments and advances in the various areas of computational intelligence -quickly and with a high quality. The intent is to cover the theory, applications, and design methods of computational intelligence, as embedded in the f...
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Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence is the study of how to build or program computers to enable them to do what minds can do. This volume discusses the ways in which computational ideas and computer modeling can aid our understanding of human and animal minds. Major theoretical approaches are outlined, as well ...
